
Rocky
Rocking Chair

Design Nina Jobs

Rocking chairs are comfortable, interactive and fun to sit in. Rocky is an updated version of the classic rocking chair,

yet also conveys an element of nostalgia. Although Rocky is completely contemporary, it recreates the swaying

movement characteristic of traditional rocking chairs. Rocky’s seat and backrest are crafted in long-lasting

acetylated Accoya® wood. The sleek metal frame providing a neat contrast to the natural texture wood grain texture

in the seat.

CERTIFICATION
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76cm

66cm 70cm

Dimensions and weight Width: 66 cm

Height: 76 cm

Sitting height: 43 cm

Depth: 70 cm

Product numbers and
combinations

U15-99  Rocky rocking chair

B11-06  Additional fee for choosing a non-standard colour

Append to product number

WOOD AND FINISH

ACC for accoya.

METAL SURFACE FINISH

T for frame in turquoise RAL 6034.

S for frame in black RAL 9005.

R for frame in red RAL 3009.

C for any color other than standard, at additional cost.

Standard colours RAL 6034

RAL 3009

RAL 9005

Materials and surface
treatments

Accoya

Accoya® wood is the result of more than 80 years of research and development

into modifying wood through an acetylation process. Accoya® wood is Radiata

pine, a fast-growing wood virtually free of knots that is harvested from renewable

FSC-certified forests. Accoya® wood has properties that match or exceed those

of tropical woods and the treatment process is non-toxic. The pale wood will turn

grey over time and may develop dark spots over time. Accoya® can withstand

humid and rainy environments very well and expands/contracts less than other

tropical-type woods.

Steel

Nola uses high-quality steel with good strength in our products. Steel rusts if left

untreated and must therefore be surface treated. 
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Electrogalvanized

Electrogalvanizing (also known as zinc plating) provides corrosion protection

through the sacrifice of zinc ions. It is created via a zinc coating on the steel using

an electric current.

Powder coating

Powder coating is a coating that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. Unlike

conventional liquid paint, powder coating is usually applied electrostatically and

then cured under heat or with ultraviolet light. The result is an even, hard-wearing

coloured surface with the desired gloss level.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Delivered fully assembled.

Maintenance Glans 60. Pulverlack går att beställa på sprayflaska.

Powdercoated steel

Products that are powder-coated can be touch-up painted with alkyd paint.

Accoya

Accoya is maintenance-free and does not require any special treatment to

preserve its unique properties. If black spots should appear on the wood from

pollution in the air, these are easily removed with any kind of furniture wash.

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Versions The rocking chair is complemented by the table and chair in the Rocky series.

Character Rocky is an updated version of the classic rocking chair, with seat and backrest

crafted in Accoya®.

Designers

Nina Jobs

The esteemed designer Nina Jobs started her business in 2000,

and has over time built a wide ranged platform working in the

fields of product design, art direction and visual performances.

Projects and collaborations include furniture, textile, light, glass,

and graphic design. With a diverse scope of clients from different

parts of the world, Jobs has had the opportunity to create a broad

and multidisciplinary portfolio. A part from working with Nola,

Jobs has designed products for clients such as Abstracta, Askul,

Design House Stockholm, Fogia, Gärsnäs, Helland, Ikea,

Kinnasand, MoMa, SMD, Svenskt Tenn, Skandiform, Voice and

Uniqlo.
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